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Synonyms for inspirational celebrity

Many said ImagineFX won't make it - but 10 years down the line with case 130, it's proving everyone wrong and still going from strength to strength - all thanks to you, readers! To celebrate, there is an additional big special version of ImagineFX, with a free calendar for 2016 featuring great art from the likes of Donato
Giancola and Adam Hughes Sparth. Inside, the case explodes in layers with the inspiration of the world's greatest artists! You can also learn how Ross Tran created our fierce Frank Frazetta inspired by art coverage with his in-depth workshop, using digital techniques to get phoebe oil paint. Go and watch the video now!
Here's a preview of what's inside the new issue: Get a copy of ImagineFX 130 today! Also included in the 130th issue...we chat exclusively to digital art innovator Craig Mullins, to learn how he formulated a successful career by ignoring what is popular. Craig was also kind enough to give us insight into his workflow, by
showing how he paints an amazing interior environment using simple 3D techniques in a step-by-step workshop. Fantasy Master, Carla Ortiz, lets us in her non-stop worlds of magic, all-night and frantic cinematic art - revealing some top tips along the way. Legendary husband and fantasy wife art team Boris Vallejo and
Julie Bell give us a glimpse of their sketch books. Todd Lockwood has forged a successful career by painting for the likes of Dungeons, Dragons and Magic: The Gathering. In the workshop, he explains his process of creating an engaging book covering art. Mr. Meade, the master art concept, presents his workshop on a
futuristic balloon painting - and explains his skill of hinting at detail, rather than spending time painting them in a scene. If that's not enough, we also have workshops from the likes of Melanie Dillon, Rafael Lacoste, Rebecca Guay, Broome and Alan Williams.We have a lot of digital art news, reviews and workshops with
more than 10 hours of pro video education and 71 dedicated brushes for free! Get your copy today. Credit: Kevin Winter/Getty Images When Demi Lovato, Lady Gaga, and other stars speak candidly about their personal experiences with addiction and sobriety, they help end the stigma and highlight this often
misunderstood situation. We have come a long way in our thinking about drug abuse and addiction. Once a personality defect is considered, addiction is now more accurately understood as a disease (or specifically, a brain disorder) in the same way heart disease, diabetes or depression are diseases. One of the factors
driving this change is the willingness of celebrities in the spotlight to highlight their own personal stories of addiction, alcoholism, drug abuse, sobriety and ultimate recovery. Putting a famous face on addiction helps normalize the disease and hopefully motivates others who suffer in silence to get help Need. The
inspirational quotes below provide powerful examples of what it takes and what it means to live with addiction every day. Advertising Credit Ad: Rich Fury/Getty Images The singer received treatment for cocaine addiction and bipolar disorder in 2011 and has been sober ever since. But it wasn't always easy, she told
people in September 2017: Every day is a battle. But instead of facing that battle in private, she spoke candidly about her experiences on a regular basis. When I went to rehab, my manager said, You can either keep this private or you can share this with the world, and hopefully someone will learn from your struggles.
Then I thought, I think it's important for people to learn from my struggle sorry to keep it to myself. Credit: Walter McBride/Getty Images In a 2013 radio interview with Elvis Duran on the Z100 Morning Show, Mother Monster talked about using marijuana to deal with the emotional demands of her career. It's great to be
famous because I have great fans. But it's very, very hard to go out into the world when you don't feel happy and act like you, because I'm a human too, I'm breaking, I think there's an assumption... I can't break because I'm a strange woman and I can't stop it. Credit Ad: Fraser Harrison/Getty Images The actor posted on
Facebook in March 2017 that he had completed treatment for alcoholism and that he credited family and friends for helping him through the first steps of many steps towards positive recovery. I want my children to know that there is nothing wrong with getting help when you need it, and to be a source of strength for
anyone there who needs help but who is afraid to take the first step, he wrote. I am lucky to have the love of my family and friends, including my parenting partner, Jane, who supported me and cared for our children as I did the work I was doing. Related: How Alcohol Credit Affects Your Body: Jonathan Brady - PA/Getty
Images in 2013, when 10 years was drug-free after overcoming heroin addiction, the actor and comedian wrote a column for the Guardian about why it is so important to think of addiction as a disease and not a weakness. If you consider alcoholics and drugs not as bad people but as patients, we can help them improve,
he wrote. I mean through, other people who have the same problem but have found a way to live a life free of drugs and alcohol. Credit: Emma McIntyre/Getty Images The model and actress spoke about her history with cocaine and alcohol addiction in a 2014 video of MindBodyGreen. She had already been sober for 15
years at the time, and said she hoped her story would inspire others to get help. My hope is that someone, somewhere in this room, from this room will hear something that will help Perhaps it will take them out of the shadows and the darkness of addiction and bring them to light. Advertising credit ad: Kevin Mazur/Getty
Images Rapper 2010 recovery album Put His Pain Pills Addiction Front and Center, but he opened up about addiction even more in the 2013 documentary How to Make Money Selling Drugs, MTV News reported. In one incident, he was taken to hospital after mixing prescription pills, and was told that his organs were
closed. However, less than a month after his release from hospital, Aminem relapsed. It was a learning process, and I'm growing up, he said. I couldn't believe that anyone could be naturally happy without being on to something. So I'd like to tell anyone, he's getting better. Credit: Jason Merritt/Getty Images The actress
was 17 years old in her recovery from opioid addiction when Prince died, and the news that the musician had struggled with prescription addiction medication pain prompted her to write pitifully about addicts to the Huffington Post. I'm one of the lucky ones, I wrote. Let's work harder, look closely, and do everything we can
to enable and disable, disable, our loved ones who are sick. Credit: Michael Kovacs/Getty Images in 2015, the actor was given the Sobriety Spirit Award at the Brent Shapiro Summer Foundation amazing for being sober for 25 years, people reported. He told people before the ceremony that recovery is a way for many
sudden and unexpected gifts. My convalescence has given me all the value i have in my life, he said. Integrity, honesty, fear, faith, relationship with God and, most of all, gratitude. He gave me a beautiful family and an amazing career. I don't care where I'll be without the gift of alcoholism and a chance to recover from it.
Related: 15 inspiring things celebrities said about dealing with credit anxiety ad: John Lampardsky/Getty Images Tv journalist known for her reports on 20/20 went to rehab for alcohol abuse in November 2013 and later wrote a memoir about her experience. She first realized that she was having trouble reading other
books about addiction, seeing herself in the pages. She told people that she hoped her book would be able to return the favor. It's very scary to put it there, but if I can help one person feel less alone, I'm really happy about that, she said. Credit: Daniel Zuchnik/Getty Images Front of the rock band Som 41 hit Rock Bottom
in 2014, when he almost died of alcoholism. It took him a while to figure out how much damage his illness had to be. He told people in 2016: When I woke up awake in the hospital, I knew immediately how bad it was and what got me there, and that I wouldn't drink anymore. I was I did with her. If anything, it seemed like
a bit of freedom: finally, something had stopped this whole session. Credit: Rodin Eckenroth/Getty Images Deaf actress examined herself in rehab in 1987, but hardly anyone said about it, until I published a memoir I'll Scream Later in 2009. In the book, she details being molested by a babysitter when she was just 11
years old and finding escape from that trauma in marijuana, acid and speed later, as people reported at the time. While others weren't taking drug problems seriously by the time they were headed to rehab, she wrote that she knew she needed help. I have been given an extraordinary life so far, and I am not close to
doing so. The dark secrets that have been locked in my heart for so many years are now in the open. Today, I can face those old wounds. I know they can't beat me drugs, babysitter... deafness, and the rest. I'm stronger than all that. To get our top stories delivered to your inbox, subscribe to the Health Newsletter Credit
Ad: Kevin Winter/Getty Images in the 2008 Esquire Magazine what the column learned, the musician said that being in recovery (from alcohol, cocaine and heroin) gave him more to be proud of his musical achievements. He said my identity was transformed when it came to recovery. That's who I am now, and in fact it's
a pleasure to get this identity more than being a musician or anything else, because it keeps me in a manageable size. When I'm on earth with my illness - which I'm happy to have - it makes me in tune. It gives me a spiritual anchor.
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